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ABSTRACK 
 
Preparation of Final Project aims at: 1) designing the make up and hair 
styling, body painting / face painting, costume characters and the story of prince 
Eugene Fitzherbert on the performance Rapunzel Fairy Tales of Fantasy. 2) 
applying make up, hair, body painting / face painting and costume characters in 
the story of Rapunzel Eugene Fitzherbert on the performance Fairys Tales of 
Fantasy. 3) displays the characters in the story of prince Eugene Fitzherbert on the 
performances of Rapunzel Fairy Tales of Fantasy. 
The method used to achieve the objectives, namely: 1) designing a way to 
know the story of Rapunzel fairy tale and examines the theory to study the 
character of Prince Eugene Fitzherbert, looking for sources of ideas and designing 
character make up, hair, body painting / face painting and costume . 2) applying 
the make up test, penataaan hair, dirty dress that covers the application of make 
up, hair, body painting / face painting and costume to display the character on 
stage as well as adjustments to lighting and music. 3) shows the performance 
figures Fitzherbert Eugene Fairy Tales of Fantasy by arranging activities 
(exercise, dirty rehearsal, rehearsal and organizing performances). 
Final results of the Project, namely: 1) the creation of the character make 
up, hair, body painting / face painting, costume characters and the story of prince 
Eugene Fitzherbert on the performance Rapunzel Fairy Tales of Fantasy. 2) the 
realization of the character make up, hair, body painting / face painting, costume 
characters and the story of prince Eugene Fitzherbert on the performance 
Rapunzel Fairy Tales of Fantasy. 3) the implementation of performance Fairy 
Tales of Fantasy Concert Hall in Yogyakarta Cultural Park on March 17, 2012, by 
prince Eugene Fitzherbert featuring characters in the story of Rapunzel. 
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